Case Study
®

Designers Guild is renowned for its
innovative and creative high quality designs
for the home. The business operates in over
40 markets worldwide and is the number
one European luxury home fashion brand.

The Approach
Consumers value the opportunity to consider feedback from other purchasers in
considering their own purchases. Many eCommerce merchants recognise the value
of authentic, user-contributed product reviews and comments to embellish their
transactional websites.
However, the use of such ‘user generated content’ across the wider web has been
fraught with problems.
To ensure appropriate content, retailers must manually review comments and
reviews prior to publication. That’s an expensive, time-consuming and labourintensive process. The complexity of the process means it’s impossible to share upto-date, timely reviews at scale when advertising across millions of locations.

Results
Real-time sentiment
analysis for authentic,
brand-safe consumercontributed content
In-ad product reviews
stimulate conversion
by 33%
Over 1 in 7 consumers
engaged with ads
Average order values 129%
higher than existing
online channels

For the first time, Merchenta makes this possible.

The Solution
By combining sophisticated sentiment analysis techniques with our IntelliAds,
Merchenta is able to enrich each ad with relevant, timely and appropriate consumercontributed content.
Merchenta unites authentic and brand-safe consumer feedback with personalised
product recommendations within each IntelliAd. So, consumers receive personalised
product selections with the reassurance of other purchasers’ genuine feedback – all
in real-time and at scale across the web.
It’s a great way of nurturing consumer trust and stimulating conversion. And it sells.
A study of transactions for Designers Guild in Q1 2012 showed that for consumers
who engage with IntelliAds, product reviews led to an average 33% increase
in conversion.

IntelliAd without reviews

33% higher conversion

IntelliAd with reviews
Conversion rate (%)
Merchenta IntelliAds support a range of content providers including Feefo, Reevoo,
BazaarVoice – as well as custom or bespoke/in-house reviews. In addition to
automatically screening content for appropriateness, Merchenta’s global content
delivery network can cache reviews & comments for speed and high availability ad
serving 24x7.

“The results are very exciting
– many orders and all from
customers who had never
previously shopped with us.”
Marketing Manager,
Designers Guild

The Results
A range of retargeting, re-engagement & audience extension campaigns were
run simultaneously.
Specific geo targeting overlays were applied to the campaigns to ensure coverage
of both Designers Guild’s UK and US eCommerce stores, whilst ensuring consumers
were directed to their geographically local store for fulfilment.
Within each campaign, selected marketing strategies were multiplexed to enable
auto-optimisation towards conversion. Overall, the campaigns delivered an average
order value 129% higher than other online channels.
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